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With its STUNNING CATALOG of
premium-quality products
(prints, frames, canvases, wood prints...),
MILLER'S IS MY GO-TO
for just about everything!

”

All feature photos by Jen Bilodeau.
Jen is a Massachusetts-based
lifestyle family and commercial
photographer. Through her
artistic use of light and shadow,
and her commitment to capturing
authentic organic moments,
Jen creates beautifully timeless
and powerful imagery.
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How to decorate your home
with photography
by Jen Bilodeau

display options can be coordinated in unique looks that truly speak to the
character of each family. I just love the versatility of these products! The best
part is that it’s not necessary to have a large wall, or cathedral ceilings to build
a beautiful gallery. A simple console or a few shelves is all you need!
In addition to Miller’s stunning array of products, I know I can also depend
on this company to help me deliver top-notch service to my clients. It’s
my name on my work and I hold myself accountable for every facet of it.
I want my clients to have an exceptional customer experience, from the
point of initial contact until the moment of delivery, and I know that Miller’s
unmatched dedication to customer service and always-included UPS
overnight delivery will ensure I meet this goal. With Miller’s, I know I can
get it done, and get it done right.
With today’s fun and eclectic design trends, creating your own custom
gallery display has never been easier and more accessible. You’ve got the
images. You’ve got Miller’s premium products to show them off. What are
you waiting for? You’ve got this!

f you’re like me, you started your photography business because you’re
passionate about creating beautiful images. Your thrill comes from
capturing light, intimate connections and genuine emotion, and pulling
it all together into images to be savored and treasured over time.
But to run a profitable, sustainable business, it’s usually necessary to do
more than capture those images; you’ve also got to know how to effectively
showcase them for the lasting enjoyment of you clients. Incorporating highquality display products is an essential piece of the process — and where
many of us feel stuck! We may not be design experts, especially starting out,
but our clients often look to us for guidance in selecting the best manner of
displaying our photograhic art on the walls of their homes.
That’s why I chose Miller’s Professional Imaging as my partner for success.
Miller’s, with its stunning catalog of premium-quality products, is my go-to
for just about everything! Prints, frames, canvases, wood prints — whatever I
need to help complete my clients’ or my own collections, I know Miller’s has
it. I truly love the variety of products Miller’s offers. Today’s design trends are
eclectic and fun, and I love how Miller’s varied print media,frames, and other
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The Entryway
This space already was super-adorable, but it needed that personal
touch to truly make it unique to this family. That long blank space to the
side of the entry nook was just the spot for it! I loved the colors and
textures that were already there, so I knew that going with colorful artwork
was the right approach. For a long vertical or horizontal space,
I always love the look of hanging three canvases together. Each one
presents an opportunity to showcase individual portraits of the
children in the family, which never goes out of style. Here, I selected three
colorful, 16x16-inch frameless canvases with 1.5-inch deep sides.

I especially love the way the
distinctive texture of the canvas works
with the baskets in this space.
Then, just for fun, I selected a framed 8x10 black-and-white E-Surface Print
with a Silver Metal Frame and we hung it from a coat hook with twine.
Now when you walk into this home, you are immediately greeted by the
smiles and love of this wonderful family.
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The Living Room
In this room my client had a beautiful couch and great accents, but the empty space above the couch was in need of some sort of statement gallery.
With the pretty and polished look of this room, I wanted to go with the Miller’s Soho Frame. I began with a matted and famed
16x24 E-Surface Print in the Maple Soho Frame, then complimented it with surrounding 8x10- and 11x14-inch framed, matted E-Surface Prints.
This session was done at the peak of springtime. I just loved the vibrant greens and yellows, so I opted to go with color prints for all five
pieces. At the suggestion of my close friend, Lisa Ritchie, who also happens to be an interior design expert (more advice from Lisa below!), I anchored
the 16x24 center frame with a small floating shelf, just large enough to hold a vase and a few small decorative items. This shelf with the vase
of flowers gives a three-dimensional feel to the flowers pictured in the center photo, and it brings the whole collection to life. It all came together
beautifully into a single cohesive gallery that pulls the whole room together.
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TEN TIPS

8

For Great Wall Displays

Hang frames
2 to 3 inches
apart. It’s better
to go tighter
together than too
wide.

Tools I Can’t
Live Without
Whether I’m hanging something in my own home or working with clients in their
homes, these are the tools I use every time I’m hanging wall art:
1. SELLING SOFTWARE. Applications such as Shoot & Sell, Pic-Time, Fundy
Designer, and Swift Galleries allow me to virtualy layout the display in advance
and show my clients how it’s all going to come together.

3

2

1

Don’t be afraid to mix and
match frames and other
products. Go for a variety of
sizes that work well together.
I like to mix Miller’s
Soho-Framed Prints with
their tactile, rustic
Wood Prints, or gorgeous
Gallery Wrap
Canvases.

Mix up the frame
colors and finishes.
A maple-colored Miller’s
Soho Frame can look
organic and timeless
mixed in with a couple
of Miller’s Soho
White Frames!

Add texture with brass
accents, succulents,
books, and other fun
accessories and
details. Be creative
and eclectic!

2. CRAFT PAPER. Taping craft paper to the wall is an excellent way to try out different sizes, combinations, and arrangements before you even order products.

9

A common mistake is hanging
prints too high. The main
photographs and other wall art should
be hung at eye level. A simple
solution in most instances is: with
a single framed piece, its center
should be about 60 inches
from the floor.

6
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Start with a large print
(such a as a 16x24-inch
Miller’s Wood Print) as
a center point and then
build the rest of your wall
gallery around it with
smaller prints.

Neutral wall colors, like
white, beige or gray,
are like a blank canvas
that allows you to
get as creative as you
want with your wall art
and accent pieces.

Within your decor and wall
art, you can have fun with color,
or stick to a simple neutral
palette. I love the classic look of
black-and-white prints,
set in white Miller’s Soho
Frames with a white mat.

10

7
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Before hanging, lay out the
artwork on the floor or
masking tape kraft paper
cutouts to the wall and tweak
to your desire.

Invest in your artwork, not your accent pieces.
Design trends change, so bargain shop
on accents. Your artwork is timeless — this is
where your investment should go. With
Miller’s as your lab and chief supplier, you
know you’re purchasing heirloom pieces
that will stand the test of time.

3. MEASURING TAPE. I use this both when planning the gallery before I order,
and when I’m hanging collections of prints to ensure they are properly spaced.
4. LEVEL. I carry a small “tiltometer” to ensure each frame hangs perfectly level.
5. 3M COMMAND STRIPS. These amazing little strips allow you to hang frames
on the wall without hammering a single nail. If I miscalculate the positioning,
no harm, no foul, and no hole!
6. OPTIMUM: A PARTNER. It’s so much easier to hang a wall gallery with a
partner! Having an extra set of hands and eyes to help ensure everything is straight
and properly spaced can avoid time-consuming re-dos. If I’m in my client’s
home, I usually enlist their help, and if I’m at home, even my kids help can make
the job a lot easier.

All of these frames work together
to give the room a beautiful
personal touch in keeping with the
original eclectic feel.

Kids’
Bedroom
In this room, shared by two sisters, I wanted to keep a fun,
eclectic feel. I started with a 16x24-inch Miller’s White
Flat framed E-Surface Print of the girls swinging together.
I gave this frame some extra impact and texture by
hanging the bronze Love decor piece above it. I wanted to
fill the space above the twin book shelves, so I rested
an 8x10 Millers White Flat framed and matted E-Surface Print
against the wall, and placed two framed and matted
Miller’s Pewter Ribbed Frames alongside. Then came a few
5x7-inch prints framed in the Miller’s Soho Frame within
the bookcase, set among the other colorful, fun objects
the girls have collected. The Soho Frame is ideal for
bookshelves in small sizes, because the thick width
allows it to stand up on its own.
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WALL DÉCOR
For Every Room

It’s tempting to think you or your clients need perfect homes with large white walls to prperly display wall art.
In reality, every room has the potential to showcase your beautiful work. Whether it’s your own home or your client’s,
there is a Miller’s product that meets the unique design needs of the space. Here are some of my favorites:

LIVING ROOM:

I love the Millers Soho Frames in maple and espresso for a living room. These
frames work especially well with larger prints (such as a 16x24) or prints
grouped together in a wall gallery. The Soho frame has a gorgeous, polished
look that’s an excellent fit a more formal space.

KITCHEN:

Here, I always turn to the Miller’s Flat Frame in black or white, although these
frames work great anywhere! They can be grouped together in any combination,
my favorite being a grid of six or nine framed and matted 10x10-inch prints.
I think the kitchen is also a great space for the Miller’s Metal Frames. The simple,
clean look of these frames works perfectly with the chaos that is inherent to a
kitchen in action. With the metal frames, you don’t even need glass — just add
a matted print and you’re good to go!

SIDE WALLS IN ANY ROOM:

Every single home has those small spaces, whether between two windows,
or by door frames or corners, and I find that the 20x30-inch 1.5-inch-deep
Miller’s Canvas Gallery Wrap is perfect in these areas! This size is so functional,
and the artwork can turn an otherwise empty space into a beautiful nook.
Add a bench or side table underneath to really pull it together.

BATHROOM:

I just love the look of Miller’s Vivid Metals in just about any bathroom. You can
go with one 8x12 over the toilet or a collection of two 10x10 metals hanging
on the other walls. Metals can add beautiful color and personality to your bathroom, and you don’t have to worry about the humidity compromising the
print or frame. And, at this price point, metals present a fun opportunity to
keep the wall artwork fresh with the changing with the seasons.

SMALL SPACES:

A great option for the smaller spaces in the home, such as a powder room or
nook is the Miller’s Espresso Rustic Frame. This is one of Miller’s newer offerings
and it fits really well with today’s design trends.

ENTRYWAY:

I love a collection of smaller 1.5-inch deep Miller’s Canvases, such as three
16x16s for a mudroom or entryway. You can hang them vertically or horizontally
over a coat rack.

BEDROOM:

I really love the look of the Flat Frames for a bedroom, especially a child’s
room. White frames work well with just about any kid’s room, and these
frames give you the opportunity to add a lot of personality to the child’s
space. You can also mix in other fun frames such as the Miller’s Ribbed
Pewter frame to add texture and variety.
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5 Q&As

With An Interior Designer
We asked interior design expert Lisa Ritchie for some
advice and tips on how to design your own custom wall galleries.

What do you feel are the most imprint design elements to
keep in mind when building a wall gallery?

With design trends constantly changing, are there any wall collections or layouts that you feel will always stand the test of time?

Pulling together a gallery wall can certainly be tricky and may even seem
a bit overwhelming. However, if you start with one or two framed images
that you love, your gallery will instantly have a personal touch. It will then
be easier to build around them, adding prints with coordinating hues or
similar themes. Choosing different frame styles and colors will keep the
gallery from looking too monochromatic. If you worry less about whether the
framed art belongs together and more whether it appeals to you, you'll
create something that you'll enjoy looking at each time you enter the room.

Regardless of whether they’re grouped together or standing alone, white
mats in frames are always classic! They coordinate with almost every room's
wall and window trim and bring a fresh look to your space.

Any advice on selecting frame colors and textures and how to
properly coordinate these with the overall design of the room?
I like to coordinate my frame with something that’s already in the room.
For instance, I may choose a black metal frame if there are industrial
elements in the space, or a natural wood frame if the room could use a
touch of warmth. If you'd like to frame something in silver perhaps,
but you really don't have any of the same finish in the room, you can add
a lamp, candle holder, or other decorative pieces to tie the look together.

I’ve read that one of the most common mistakes people
make is ordering frames that are too small. How can people
be sure they order wall art that properly fits the space?
Before I order my frames, I always make a diagram to help me visualize
how I would like the gallery to take shape. I bring the diagram to life by
hanging craft paper of the ideal sizes on my wall and using those measurements to select the right size frames. I tend to start with one large framed
piece as the focal point and build smaller frames around it leaving no more
than 3 inches between each frame.

How can I best create my own unique gallery wall by including
objects other than photographs?
Creating an eclectic look on your wall is a fun way to display each of your
curated pieces. I really love to see framed family photos next to art and objects
in a gallery. This is a good opportunity to mix your frames and incorporate
objects such as greenery, a wall clock, or an accent shelf. For uniformity, just
remember to keep your spacing between each object the same.
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